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I hope all of our families are enjoying the fall weather and are looking forward to a great November. As
Veterans Day approaches, I would like to take this opportunity to personally thank our community
Veterans for their dedicated service to the United States Armed Forces. We will forever be grateful for
their bravery and sacrifices to protect America‘s freedom. Our school will be closed on November 11th
in observance of Veterans Day. 

Parents, thank you for actively participating in your child’s education. It was wonderful to see parents
coming in for conferences last month. It is important that your child sees that you are proactively
involved in their education. Our teachers truly appreciate your support and look forward to working
closely with you throughout the year, thanks again!

We are now in our second quarter of school and our staff is working diligently with our students to
support academic success. It is important that we continue our focus on learning, consistent
attendance, and adherence to the school rules. Consistency in these three areas will allow our students
the opportunity to develop the positive habits that will make them successful young adults. 

As always, thank you for supporting Desert Meadows School. Our staff is committed to all of our
students’ success and we appreciate your continued assistance. I wish all of our students and families a
joyous Thanksgiving this year. 

Have a great month! 

Respectfully, 
J.P. Ketcham, Principal 
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Looking Ahead

Month of November
Penny Drive

All Money collected benefits Our

laveen Community

November 11th
Veterans Day

No School

November 9th
pta meeting

6:00 P.M.
 

November 24th-26th
Thanksgiving Break

No school
$

november 17th
Early Release Day

12:00 PM

november 5th
Dress Down Day

$1.00

$
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Hello families!
Kindergarten has been hard at work solidifying the first 26 letters of the alphabet. We have now
moved on to learn about two-letter phonograms. We are practicing how to segment and decode
words, and we are blending words to read stories! WOW! 

For writing we have continued our work with labeling our drawings and are now adding simple
words as labels. We will soon begin writing a simple sentence to match our drawings.
In math we have been working on teen numbers. We're learning how to break apart numbers and
put them back together again. Did you know 15 is actually a set of ten with 5 extra ones? Your child
does! We will soon be learning how to compose numbers by showing that 3 and 4 combine to
create 7 total.

During our reading lessons we are focused on the concept of old and new things. Take a look
around your house to see if you can compare some objects like telephone to cell phone, record
player to new radio. The students are enjoying taking a journey back in time! Soon we will be writing
our opinion about old and new items.
 As always, reach out to us if you need support or supplies at home. Thank you for helping our little
ones grow!! 
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kindergarten

Ms. Badonie, Ms. Mialback, Ms. Patin, MS. Russell

Grade Level News & Updates

First grade

Ms. Phillips, Ms. Styles, Ms. Rodriguez
In first grade, we are beginning to use new strategies to add and subtract. Students are working hard
to subtract using a number line or by counting backwards. Students are reading books every day. First
graders are asking and answering questions about different stories. We are reviewing the importance
of saving and spending money. In addition, we finished celebrating and learning about Hispanic
Heritage Month. We are excited for all that second quarter has to bring to first grade!
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Hello Spectacular Second Grade Parents,
Thank you so much for participating in parent conferences last week. It was great to see those of you
that came in, video chatted and had phone calls. It is important for all to communicate about your
child's progress and connect about our expectations for the school year as we move forward. Again
thank you for your support. As we move into the second quarter we are continuing to read, read,
read! Please have your child read for at least 20 minutes each day. If you need a suggested book list
please speak to your child's teacher. In math we are continuing to study place value, addition with
regrouping and numbers to the 1,000's, and skip counting. You can help by having your child count
by 2's, 5's and 10's out loud at home. Please let us know if you have any questions.  
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second grade

ms. Ferguson, ms. Henderson-cole, Ms. johnson, ms. kratzenberg

third grade

ms. abedrabbo, ms. bugarin, Ms. Villa

In ELA we are so excited to be reading the chapter book, The Years of Ms. Agnes. Students are
doing a great job asking questions and referring back to the text for responses. In Math,
students are learning about Division and how to create equal groups and apply inverse
operations to solve division equations. We are also learning about communities and being
responsible citizens in Social Studies. In Science, students are gathering information on the
Sun’s energy and how it is used today.

The 4th grade Bobcats are staying strong with their studies! October presented a week-
long break for DMS. We have all returned with sleeves rolled up high and ready to tackle
the Quarter 2 curriculum.

In ELA, we continue to read chapter books and work on writing that includes dialogue. In
Math, we are working with multiplication and division with larger numbers. Science includes
a study on types of Energy. In Social Studies we are studying American Indian Cultures. 

October also includes two big events. Our Book Fair in the library and Parent/Teacher
Conferences. Thank you for all your support. Go Bobcats! 

fourth grade

ms. kendall, ms. mitchell, Ms. munoz
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5th grade went back to school after 1st quarter and got right to work on a new unit. In ELA,
students read the story “The Road to Freedom”, which describes two runaway slaves trying to
escape and go North with the help of Harriet Tubman. Students really liked the book and
learned about the topic. With the Reading, students also started writing and forming their
opinions on Slavery, in which they had to state their opinion in a three paragraph essay. In
Math, students are learning how to work long division problems and starting on
adding/subtracting decimals. Students learn that lining up the decimal is important in Adding
or Subtracting Decimals to help them get the correct answer. In Science, students are learning
about gravity. In Social Studies, students will dig into the start of the government, which gives
them information on all the branches of the government and their powers. Then after, will
work towards the Westward Expansion, which helped in the Louisiana Purchase and helped
make our country even bigger, as well as bridging the gap to Oregon. Students are following
TRACK expectations and are getting accustomed to being back in the classroom. If you have
any questions, please reach out to the 5th grade team.

fifth grade

ms. brown, ms. Sias, Ms. Soto

sixth grade

Ms. Canez, Mr. Klarfeld, Ms. Marquez

ELA- Ms. Canez is on Maternity leave. They are reading Walk Two Moons with the long term sub.

In Social Studies we are exploring more of the Sahara desert and learning about Mali! This African
nation was long regarded as one of the wealthiest in the world. Students will explore the physical
geography and important people from Mali including Mansa Musa and his impact on the globe!

In Science, we have been exploring thermal energy and batteries. The students will be working
together to create a light bulb and fan to turn on using the SNAP kits that we have. Next, we will be
discussing forces and how they act at a distance. We will be exploring gravity and the effects it has
on the moon and the earth orbiting each other, but also how it creates the tides in the ocean.

In Math we will start Chapter 5, Integers and the Coordinate Planes. Students will be learning where
the positive and negative numbers fall on a number line. They will use the number line to help them
identify loss or gain. We will also learn what absolute value means and how to add and subtract
using absolute values. Students will also be able to compare integers. This will then take us into
identifying rational and irrational numbers. At the end of the chapter we will be using a coordinate
plane to graph points. 
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Seventh grade

ms. richmond, ms. riley, ms. saltarelli

In Math, we are finishing our unit on rational numbers. Students have been working on integers and
applying those negative and positive rules to what they already know about fractions and decimals. They
have been working hard and have been doing a great job! We will be doing some review of these
concepts and then, at the end of this month, we will be beginning our unit on Algebraic Expressions!
Everyone loves Algebra!

Revolutions have been a big part of our unit this month! We are beginning to evaluate the Industrial
Revolution and how it has impacted our lives today. Additionally, students are working to apply what they
have learned to their own lives and make connections outside of the classroom. This unit focuses on
mass production and the transition from the old world, to the age of industry. 

Science- In Science, we are finishing up electromagnets and how they work and how we use them in our
everyday life. The students have been working on how magnets work and the magnetic fields around
them, and they also figured out how to make an electromagnet using iron, coils, a battery and magnets.
Next we will be going into forces and gravitational pull.

Within Science we are continuing our study of Earth science by looking at how the Earth has changed
over time through plate tectonics. In addition. the Social Studies classes are continuing to study the
Constitution as we move deeper into the judicial and executive branches of the government.
Furthermore, our math classes will be continuing our all-important Algebra unit, learning about various
concepts related to algebraic functions. These are important concepts, which will prepare students for
9th grade Algebra. Coupled with that, the English Language Arts Classes will be finishing the last few
chapters of the novel, "The Outsiders," and transitioning into Unit 3 of their StudySync books the week
of November 3rd. 

eighth grade

mr. Humble, Mr. Morgan, Mr. Ruiz, Ms. White
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music

ms. ferguson

We are now moving to using our brand new music
curriculum! Quaver is an amazing program that helps
students of all ages interact with music in ways that
are relevant to our world. Students will be producing
their own music while also learning the basics of what
makes music the amazing thing it is. Everyone is
already having fun learning and creating!

band

ms. wolfe

6th grade- Please purchase your band
book as soon as possible. You need to
purchase the book- Essential Elements
Book 1 for your instrument. So if you play
flute, you would purchase Flute Book 1. If
you play clarinet, you would purchase
Clarinet Book 1, etc... Reminder to all
band students- make sure you have your
band uniform for our upcoming concert
in December (black pants and white top).

Coach Copatch and Coach Lamb are pleased
to announce that we have two interns Daniel
And Robert from ASU that will assist us in PE
class. We are grateful for the lower
temperatures as we start to transition to
outdoor classes for many different sports
such as: Capture the flag, Ultimate frisbee,
Kickball and many other fun activities. If you
have any questions or concerns please do
not hesitate to reach out. Thank you. 
Coach Lamb; clamb2@laveeneld.org 
Coach Copatch; jcopatch@laveeneld.org

P.E.

Coach Copatch, Coach Lamb

Art

ms. hedrick

5th grade learned about scorpions and
how they glow under a black light when
they are outside at night. Then they
learned step by step how to draw a
scorpion and added color using neon
colored pencils which glowed under our
black light. They finished it up with
special glow in the dark paint. The
pictures turned out really great and we
really loved how the scorpions glowed! 

Technology

ms. Hartell

October was an  exciting month in technology. All students are now using the new Skill Struck program
and progressing very well. We have also started our two after school robotic programs. We have the
Lego robotic team who is scheduled to compete on December 11th at Central High School and
hopefully they will progress to the State Championship at ASU in February. Our Dash Robotic teams
are starting on the 25th and will be competing against 3rd and 4th graders from 54 different
countries. We have 30 participants who will be creating 5 events in coding. These are then uploaded
and judged. I will be introducing some coding for Drones and students will understand what and how
drones are changing the way companies are doing business.
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 Study Skills for Parents: Help Your Child Succeed in School!

Before your child can begin studying, it is important that he/she gets organized. Help your child
designate a specific study area. It is important that your child studies at a desk or table that is big
enough to spread out papers and books, and that essential supplies are nearby, such as pencils, pens,
highlighters, etc. Make sure this location is in a quiet, calm location with good lighting. Cell phones and
televisions should be turned off to reduce distractions!  
Help your child develop a system to organize important work/papers. Create a binder, using colorful
tabs to separate unfinished work, completed work, etc. Have your child practice using an organized
binder everyday...consistency is key!
Get your child a planner to write down daily assignments, tests/quizzes and activities. Having your child
use a daily planner will better prepare him/her for high school and beyond. 
Help your child develop time management skills by keeping a schedule of how much time will be spent
on daily activities such as sports, clubs and homework or studying.
Check to see if your child completed his/her homework. If he/she has a quiz or test coming up, help
your child review by asking questions related to the topic/lesson. 
If you ever have any questions or concerns or just want more information on how to help your child at
home, contact your child’s teacher.

Counselor's corner

ms. McSwain
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Congratulations to our october bobcats of the month winners!
These students were chosen for  Displaying positive behaviors during the month of october

Natalie Ortega

Leo Ledesma

Victoria Ramos

Leopoldo Valenzuela

Anyiah Matthews-Goffigan

Carina Guillen

Maha Alhaidary

Alanah Hodge

Jai'Unah Williams

Luciana Vega

Hayden Villanueva

Landen Thomas 

Leilani Gonzales

Elijah Sanabria

Emily Gomez

Gabriel Shamel 

Joseph Trevino

Andrew Vela

Joelseth Francis

Jessica Elizarraraz

 

Lizbeth Cervantes

Jayvon Foster

Sophie Jimenez

Isaiah Toucet 

Trinity Martinez

Xavier Rodriguez

Brooklyn Williams

London Thompson

Robert Johnson

Phillip Honeycutt

Jerome Thomas

De'vontae Renfro

Emeliene  Ortega

Reign Larkin

Mercedes Chavez

Leo Bojorquez

Augustus Otioti

Rielle Moraza

Hailey Valenzuela


